Miss Chelsey Baker
An icon of the modelling world and
entrepreneur of the business world

M

My meeting with an icon
of the modelling world
and entrepreneur of the
business
world,
Miss
Chelsey Baker.
Today was a great day because I Natasha
Booth was meeting one exceptionally
talented lady, to carry out a photo shoot
for the magazine. I contacted Chelsey one
late evening by email asking if she would
like some coverage of a project she is
involved in, in the next issue of FaceOn
Magazine. The message could have been
so much more professional and correct
but it was about 1am. I never expected
a reply as I thought my complete lack of
grammar had blown it. Not so, as I had
such a warm and charming response
back from Chelsey. I was quite staggered,
but none the less got straight back to her
about the magazine. Chelsey then rang
me, my heart was excited but my mind
was thinking like Del Boy of ‘only fools
and horses’ ‘Play it cool Trigg, play it
cool’. Our conversation was in depth and
left me buzzing as we were arranging a
photo shoot for the following week. Our
original plan was to carry out the shoot at
my studio in Maldon, but plans changed
and I needed a more regal environment.
Light bulb, my parent’s house. I get on the
phone and as the amazing parents they
are, they agree with the wonderful offer of
a spot of lunch too.
The day arrives and I have had Make up
ideas whirling through my mind, along
with poses and hair styles. Chelsey
draws up the driveway in a stunning car
that seems to be gliding down the small
stoned drive.We hug and have a few brief
words and then make our way in side. We
start straight away with make up, which
will be done soft to start and get more
intense as we go on. First pictures will be
on the basis of Audrey Hepburn, hence
the regal stature of the shoot. Chelsey is
one of those ladies that I can only wish
to be like in the future, mainly because
she is so captivating and down to earth,
its beauty down to tee. We press on most
of the day and I captured some amazing
shots of the icon, that I can only describe
as, perfection. As the day carries on the
makeup gets slightly heavier and darker.
Chelsey is a chameleon, by way of suits
almost everything. I went from pale
lipstick to dark, light eyes to glamour and
all styles looked beautiful. Some models
you work with are hard work as you have
to nurture them almost to get a shot. As
you can imagine I had no problems with
Chelsey. By the end of the shoot I felt in
awe of this fine lady and also a bond. This
bond is one of rare proportions and also
unexplainable
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What you need to understand is the
stature of this lady to really put all this
article into context, below is just a few
facts about Chelsey you may not know,
Chelsey is/has
Published writer, TV Presenter,model
and entrepreneur,
Was born in Ascot, Berkshire,
The Muse for celebrity designer Charles
Svingham,
Attended The London College Of
Fashion,
Has modelled for Lejaby, Le Bourget,
Mexx,
Writes for a wide variety of businesses on
the stock market and property market.
Writes also for numerous magazines
which include a column in America
and Vicinitee and The City Magazine in
London.
Has appeared in, commercials,films and
a Bollywood film.
Is writing a book “Success for Life”, - The
definitive blueprint on how anyone can
succeed in life and in business to gain
wealth, happiness and lasting success,
due to be published this year.
Launched ‘The Advert Channel’ on SKY
which propelled her into media spotlight
with the worlds first 24hour TV station
dedicated to showing adverts as a form
of entertainment, art, culture and from a
creative angle. Then followed the hugely
popular “Your Destiny TV”, Britain’s first
ever live Psychic TV channel, the show
aired for two weeks on SKY.
Contributes an immense amount of time

helping and advising other entrepreneurs
through
speaking
at
business
events,mentoring and is regularly asked
to speak at awards ceremonies.
Advises many Blue Chip companies and
consults to some of the leading names in
television.
Creator of “The City’s Top Model
Entrepreneur” setting a benchmark for
women in business. Richard Farleigh,
popular dragon from BBC TV’s “Dragons
Den”, has joined Chelsey’s innovative
new event. It’s and intoxicating mix of
business and fashion, an exciting cocktail
made up of two great passions shared by
most successful women in business.
There is so much more to Chelsey Baker
then a beautiful face and sophistication,
she holds so many qualities that most
woman can only hope to possess. Brains,
beauty, tact, honour, down to earth, fun,
business minded, genuine and most of
all an amazing friend. In this business
you have to almost have Rhino skin as
so many people want a piece of you
and your success. Some people may not
have wanted to know me at the start of
my adventure, and I can say the same for
almost everyone I know, but now I am on
the top of some peoples lists. Hard work,
determination and being yourself is what
CAN get you where you want.
My day with Chelsey was in my top ten of
amazing days along with memories of my
Marilyn Monroe day out in LA when I was
12 (my idol). I can only wish the success
continues for the outstanding Chelsey
Baker.
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